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London’s major design show reaches a milestone.

—By Enrico G. Cleva 

Shelf life Detail of bookcase from Channels 
Design’s Kerning collection (see page 25).

It’s the end of an era. The 20th annual 100% Design staged a fi tting farewell to Earls 
Court – London’s famous art deco exhibition centre — set for demolition. First staged in 
1995 in a tent on King’s Road, 100% Design is London’s longest-running and largest 
contemporary design event, and the highlight of the weeklong London Design Festival.

The layout of the show was defi ned by six sections: Interiors; Offi ce; Kitchen & 
Bathrooms; Eco Design & Build; Emerging Brands; and International Pavilions. Near the 
heart of London, Earls Court is an ideal location from which to venture out to design 
locations throughout the city – including Designjunction, which every year takes over a 
1960s Sorting Offi ce on New Oxford Street; and Tent London, held in East London’s 
design district. The former presented a powerful line-up of renowned international 
brands, smaller cutting-edge labels, pop-up shops, large-scale installations, eateries, 
fl ash factories and seminars talks; the latter offered installations and various booths 
displaying the works of creative young designers, not to mention international pavilions 
from countries like Japan and Norway.

As if taking stock and taking a fond farewell look back themselves, British designers 
and manufacturers showed products that had a retro feel, or updated a classic, or 
seemed warmly familiar. “Cozy” and “homey” were the words of the week.

Next year’s show will take place at Olympia London, an expansive exhibition centre 
in West Kensington, Sept. 23-26.

NATURE’S SELECTION
Finding the space to thrive.

Every ecosystem has a new cast of species found 
in nature with lessons to teach its students of 
design. At Interface, we seek out the connections 
that exist in our world’s living systems to bring 
environmental responsibility into spaces of every 
size. It’s harmonious innovation.

The Human Nature™ Collection by Interface®.
A Foundation for Beautiful Thinking.
 interface.com/human-nature

human nature™

                                           a collection of skinny planks

Large and small squares,
planks and skinny planks.
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3— On the rocks
Buster + Punch began life in a small garage in 
East London, where Massimo Buster Minole and 
company discovered a passion for making things 
he loves, from motorcycles and leather jackets to 
light fittings and furniture. Rockstar is a cocktail 
bar made from either solid walnut, blackened 
ash or oak. The quilted back panel comes in Grey 
Berry Silk or Rockstar Black Leather. The bar is 
opened from the top with two doors on brass 
buffer hinges; it’s finished with custom brass 
buttons and knurled brass furniture handles.
busterandpunch.com 

4— Get a grip
Born in England, John Reeves is an award-
winning designer whose passion lies in working 
locally and regionally with craftspeople of the 
planet. His Talon range comprises consoles and 
various-sized dining tables. The name derives 
from the organic form of the leg, which is 
sand-cast in recycled aluminum and plated in 
zinc. Tabletops come in solid oak or walnut.
reevesd.com

1—High performance 
The idea behind the Halo chair was to design an 
object that would best present Hypetex – the 
world’s first coloured carbon fibre, researched and 
developed (over seven years) by engineers from 
the world of Formula One racing. Designed by 
Michael Sodeau, the chair is lightweight, strong 
and visually dynamic. It will be produced in six 
colours, with only six produced of each colour, for 
a total of 18 individually numbered pieces. 
michaelsodeau.com; hypetex.com/halo

2—Mind the gap
Born in Hong Kong, Samuel Chan spent seven 
years training to be a furniture designer in the 
U.K. and opened his own company, Channels, 
with a studio-showroom in Southwest London, 
in 1995. Kerning, his latest collection, takes its 
name from the typographical process of 
adjusting spaces between characters. It com-
prises four cabinets and two bookcases, made of 
American white oak. In place of door hinges, 
cabinets – which feature a 15mm gap around 
the doors – use a handcrafted traditional 
Chinese dowel joint.  channelsdesign.com.
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The Grohe shower experience 
The contemporary bathroom is a space for rejuvenation and relaxation – a personal haven. 
Whatever the style, modern, contemporary or authentic, the choice of shower fi ttings or 
shower system can make all the difference to the daily ritual. For unbeatable performance, 
outstanding quality and maximum enjoyment, GROHE shower fi xtures and valves offer a  
huge choice of designs to match all tastes and budgets. GROHE.CA

PMF Plumbing Supplies Inc. is an authorized Grohe Distributor
www.pmfplumbing.com

http://grohe.marketingsupportnet.ca/
pmfpromo/

Scan for promo

http://www.michaelsodeau.com
http://www.hypetex.com/halo
http://www.busterandpunch.com
http://www.channelsdesign.com
http://www.reevesd.com
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3—A fresh angle
Designed by Sir Kenneth Grange in 1934, the 
original Anglepoise Type75 lamp, which pio-
neered constant spring technology, enjoys iconic 
design status. Paul Smith’s new interpretation 
marries the unmistakable form and function of 
an Anglepoise and the sensibility of one of 
Britain’s foremost designers.
anglepoise.com

4— Time gentlemen, please
Based in Monaghan, Ireland, Mullan Lighting 
Design & Manufacturing Ltd. specializes in pub, 
restaurant, church and public-building lighting. 
At 100% Design, the company showcased its wall, 
pendant and ceiling lights.
mullanlighting.com

1— Sunrise, sunset 
Simon Lockwood is a Canadian designer who 
moved to Berlin for love. His cool, dark exhibit 
at Tent London included the new Eclipse, a 
pendant light hand made of laser-cut wood-
fibre board with a black lacquered steel ceiling 
cup and black textile cable. Playing peek-a-boo 
with its light source, Eclipse casts rings of 
shadow on the wall.
simonlockwood.com

2— Sunny-side up
One of Original BTC’s oldest and most recognized 
lights, the Titan – based on a 1940s design often 
seen in factories, offices, train stations and 
industrial units of the period – was launched 
five years after the brand was founded in 1990. 
The shade is made of hand-spun aluminum; a 
version painted egg-yolk yellow celebrates the 
manufacturer’s 25th anniversary.  
originalbtc.com
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http://www.simonlockwood.com
http://www.originalbtc.com
http://www.anglepoise.com
http://www.mullanlighting.com



